
 

DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 5 – 9
TH

 JUNE 

Round 5 of the Daytona Milton Keynes InKart Championship - International drivers. 

INTERNATIONAL  

JUNIOR 

Heat 1 

Dan Bull jumped the start by going far too quick before the green flag was waved and taking the lead 

and therefore received a black flag, allowing Owen Pearce to take the lead.  Brandon Calimano got a 

great run out of turn eight and ended up 

taking 3 places before turn 9. Owen lost 

the lead on lap four to a charging Diego, 

who managed to hold on the lead until the 

chequered flag. Owen finished in 2nd, just 

0.145s ahead of Sam Howell in 3rd. The top 

five were separated by less than 2 

seconds. 

Heat 2 

With a flying start, Owen Pearce took the lead from Diego Lopez up the inside of turn 2 on the 

opening lap. Some brave manoeuvring saw Brandon Calimano move up to 10th place on the opening 

lap. In his haste to regain his earlier lost 

position, Diego Lopez committed an 

advantage by contact on Owen Pearce 

and received a black flag. Another black 

flag was issued to Tyler Parslow, again 

for advantage by contact. The race 

winner was Diego Lopez, taking the win 

on the last corner as Diego came in for 

his black flag, Jamil Said was 2nd and 

Stephen Nettinga  deserved 3rd place. 



 

Heat 3 

On the opening lap, Tyler Parslow was able to overtake James Ives at turn 2 for the lead. With a good 

exit from turn eight, Dan Bull was able to overtake Brandon Calimano into turn 9 and begin hunting 

down Stephen Netting for 3rd. Finally, on lap 5, Dan made another move up the inside to gain 3rd and 

did the exact same on the last lap to take 2nd. Tyler Parslow dominated from the front and James 

Ives was 3rd. 

Final 

As the drivers jostled for position 

on the opening lap, Stephen 

Netting lost control going into 

turn four, causing himself and 

Diego Lopez to lose position. To 

make matters worse for Diego, 

he then lost the rear end at turn 

ten to drop him further down 

the field. Up at the front, Owen Pearce and Jamil Said were having a great battle swapping position 

every other corner for 2nd and 3rd place. Jamil was able to win through and began chasing Dan Bull 

for the win but missed out by just 0.148s. Owen Pearce secured 3rd place and the final spot on the 

podium. 

 

 

 

 



 

SENIOR 

LIGHT  

Heat 1 

On the opening lap, there was a lot of contact as they all fought for position but no-one was 

especially to blame. On lap two, Sean Wegmuler overtook Matt Horgan for the race leader. Tom 

Harbottle was man on the move, making some excellent moves to make his way up to 5th by lap 4, 

despite starting in 11th position. Just behind 

Tom, Josh Mercer and Craig Merchinson 

were trading position constantly as they 

fought all the way to the chequered flag, 

with Josh coming out on top. Sean 

Wegmuller won the race convincingly; Matt 

Horgan was 2nd and Oscar Riley in 3rd. 

Heat 2 

It was a dramatic start to heat 2, Vaughan 

Roberts was pushed out wide at turn one and lost out a few positions.  Similarly, Charlie Fenton was 

squeezed out wide by too many karts into a tricky turn three, which left him in the barrier.  Matt 

Horgan was doing well to find some pace, making a spectacular move up the inside at turn 5 to make 

up two positions.  At the front, Thomas Davis was pulling out a strong lead at the front. However, 

behind him there was a fantastic battle between all the drivers, however, they were all warned for 

their contact. Thomas took the win and Sean Wegmuller took 2nd on the last lap, with Aaron in 3rd. 

Heat 3 

The third heat got off to a good, clean 

start. Emilio Lopez lost two positions and 

was down in 5th by lap 3. Craig Murchinson 

was able to move into 12th with a move at 

the exit of turn 6 on Harry Law. The whole 

pack was very close together at the 

midpoint of the race, with all karts 

separated by just 10 seconds. On the 

penultimate lap, Emilio was looking up the 

inside of Chris Dark at turn 10 and broke 

too late spinning himself out and causing a few collisions behind. Despite agreat battle, Matt Cooley 

was unable to take the win, Tom Harbottle was the winner and George Wilson held on for 3rd. 



 

Final 

After an impressive set of heats, Sean Wegmuller led the Senior Lightweights out on circuit for the 

grand final. It was a relatively clean start as 20 competitors powered through the first lap. Matt 

Cooley made his way through into 3rd on the first lap, overtaking Craig Murchinson and the two of 

them began to pursue Tom Harbottle for 2nd place. As they closed in on Tom, Craig made a move for 

3rd, and the final step on the podium. In the end, Sean Wegmuller won quite comfortably ahead of 

Tom Harbottle and Craig Murchinson just behind in 3rd. 

 

HEAVY 

Heat 1 

Wayne Robson led the field out for the 

opening lap of the race and was able to 

hold position on the opening lap. 

Unfortunately, 2nd placed Luke 

Plummer was unable to do the same 

and had a terrible opening lap to slip 

down into 7th. Doug Willingale had a 

brilliant start and attempted to reel in 

Wayne and make a move for the lead. 

However, Wayne was too quick in the 

end, and took the victory by 1.1s in front of Doug, with Stuart Shearman finishing 3rd despite starting 

in 6th. 



 

Heat 2 

 Jake Chisholme had a good opening lap to take 5th place from Asad Riyasat. However, on the 

following lap, Asad manahed to take the position back. Also, on lap 2, Wayne Robson got a run on 

Stuart Shearman up the back straight and took 2nd position coming into turn 9.  Asad was still on the 

move, overtaking Luke Plummer, which also allowed Jake Chisholme up into 4th and 5th respectively. 

Up at the front, Doug was holding off a chasing Wayne Robson. They took they chequered flag in 

that position, with Stuart Shearman holding behind him in 3rd. 

Heat 3 

On the opening few corners Doug Willingale and Stuart Shearman were fighting very hard and 

Wayne Robson believed there was just enough space for him but ended up being squeezed out in a 

racing incident. Pole-sitter Jake Chisholme relinquished his lead going into turn 6 by running wide. 

Tom Pughe was having a great race, up four places into 3rd from 7th. Asad held on for a well-deserved 

win. Doug Willingale just held off 

from a fast-finishing Tom by just 

0.06s to take 2nd. 

Final  

 

Doug Willingale led the drivers out 

for the final race of the day. At the 

end of lap one, Stuart Shearman had a good look up the inside of Wayne Robson for 3rd but had the 

door shut firmly in his face. However, a few laps down the road, Staurt was able to make his move 

Tom Pughe was warming up nicely into the race, making stead progress through the field and 

overtaking Stuart for 4th.  In a titanic battle, Tom was able to move up into 2nd by getting past Way 

ne and Asad Riyasat with some firm fighting. Up at the front, Doug Willingale secured a comfortable 

victory ahead of Tom pughe in 2nd and Stuart Shearman in 3rd. 

 


